
CHAPTER 35

Safety measures for drilling and blasting operations

.1 INTRODUCTION

order to carry out drilling and blasting under safe
nditions, the following aspects must be observed:
1. Comply with the Rules and Regulations that are in
'ecl.
2. Proper technical instruction for the operators,
isters and personnel who handle explosives.
3. Machinery, explosives, accessories and initiation
stems must be used under safety conditions.
The drilling superintendent should supervise these
ree conditions as, if not, the risk of accident will
crease owing to over confidence, distractions, lack of
lowledge and non-compliance with the safety rules,
c.
In this chapter, a general guide of basic recommenda

}ns is given which obviously should be complemented
ith the existing legislation.

5.2 BLASTHOLE DRILLING

5.2.1 General safety measures for blasthole drilling

be operation of drilling implies following a series of
afety measures in order to minimize potential hazards to
eople as well as to material objects.

Drilling will be carried out according to the existing
ules or policies, either official or those set by the compa
IY·

The operators should have received proper training
.nd have studied the instruction book for the machine or
oachines which they are to handle, Fig. 35.l.

The members of the drill crew should be given gar
nents which provide adequate protection (helmets,
)oots, gloves, glasses, masks, etc.), and use clothing and
tccessories that are oot loose so as to avoid their catching
)0 the moving parts of the machine.

The personal protection objects and those for the
:nachioe should be in good condition; if not, do oot
:ommence drilling.

The protection systems for the machine should not be
disconnected, in order to avoid damage to itself or to
people.

The starting and manuevering controls should be pro
tected so as to avoid manipulation by other people, which
could constitute a risk.

The compressor on the rig should be equipped with a
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fire extinguisher and a first aid kit, which the operators
must know how to use.

If the work conditions are poor or dangerous, the
equipment should not be used.

Place warnings on the control pannel to advise of these
conditions.

There should be signs that are well visible advocating
the necessity of personal protection, Fig. 35.2.

35.2.2 Safety precautions before starting equipment

The crew members should be prepared to assume
possible risks and have the means to confront them, as
well as knowing where to look for help.

The driller should check the whole rig, even if every
thing was working correctly in the previous shift.

The drill crew should inspect the premises where they
are going to work, its potential limitations, as well as the
accesses to the area.

The pressurized hoses will be securely anchored,
especially the main hose, which should have an addi
tional safety cable at the connection point.

The threads and connection elements must be correctly
tightened.
Chec~all fluid levels, oiling points and cleanliness of

the machine according to the manufacturer's instructions,
and make certain that all tools and equipment are in
proper places and in good condition.

Possible fuel and other fluid losses must be watched,
and the deposits will be purged according to the service
instructions.

35.2.3 Safety measures during starting

When starting the machine, the following precautions
should be observed:

- Make certain that unnecessary personnel are not on
the rig or in the surroundings.

- Check to see that all controls are in the correct
position.

- Inspect any possible warning signs or instructions
on the rig.

- Start the drill by authorized operator, from the pro
per position and in the open air or with good ventilation.

- Never leave the rig when it is running.
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35.2.4 Safety measures after starting

Check proper functioning of all controls. Pay attention t
I

. 0
any unusua nOIses.

Fig. 35.4. Incorrect position of the mast when in movement.

35.2.5 Safety measures for surface movements
of the rig

Before moving tHe equipment, the following should be
checked out:

Make certain that the ground is in good condition for
safe moving. If not, it must be prepared with the available
auxiliary equipment such as tractors, shovels, etc.

The existance of elevated, surface or underground
power lines. The rig must be kept at a minimum safety
distance of 10 m from any electrical line, Fig. 35.3.

See if there are any underground pipelines, for gas or
water, or telephone lines, in the way.

Stability of the slopes near the work area.
Slopes of the cuts where the rig is working. If necess

ary, the machines can be tied with cables and wenches.
The drilling accessories, especially drill pipes, must be

immobilized.
The feed or drill mast must be put down when moving,

35.4.
When moving, the operator occupies the driver's seat

designated by the manufacturer. No other person will be
authorized on the rig or between the compressor and rig
when it is being towed, 35.5.

The rig will not move over previously drilled areas.
The slopes encountered during movement must be

within the limitations set by the manufacturer.
When the translation chains, hammer advance chain

and drill pipe chain are in movement, the operators
should remain at a safe distance.

When working with auxiliary electric equipment, a
helper is needed for maneuvering between blastholes. He
must control the cables, avoid passing over drilled holes,
help direct the machine so that it won't go near the edges
of the slopes and make certain that the hydraulic jacks are
out of the way.

----------------

Fig. 35.3. Danger ofcontact with power lines.

Fig. 35.2. Signs that warn of the obligation to use safety material.

Fig. 35.1. Safety gannents for personal safety.

Photo 35.1. Drill equipment with compressor.

iJ
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Fig. 35.6. Checking wall and roof conditions.

The drilling site should have appropriate conditions of
visibility, as much for the operators as for other crew
members.

Never collar upon bottoms of old blastholes. Don't use
the lifting and lowering mechanisms of the rock drill for
any other purpose than intended.

In the machines that have automatic rod or drill pipe
changers, the operator should frequently check the
mechanisms that make the drilling accessories run and
stop.

When changing the drill pipes, attention should be paid
to the drilling accessories (shanks, coupling sleeves, etc.)
which could be poorly connected.

The drilling accessories must always be in good condi
tion. The pieces which appear worn could affect the
safety of the operation and should be thrown away.

The drilling accessories should be stored in adequate
places, protected from dust and blows. Never hit metal
against metal without eye protection, Fig. 35.8.

During drilling, the machine must have all its control
levers, protections and guard plates in perfect condition.

When drilling, write down the numbers indicated on
the controls and also note in the report any incidents
which miiPt arise.

The crew members should never go under the rotary
drills when the jacks are lifted, unless fixed stops have
been placed.

When a drill pipe is taken out of the carousel, make
certain that it is correctly directed.

When drilling blastholes, check the descent of the
rotary head or percussion han1ffier.

Operators should always remain away from moving
parts of the drill, such as han1ffier chainfeeds, cables,
belts, compressor, etc., and the levers must be operated
from correct positions.

The drill steel, couplings, bits, etc., that have just been
used should not be touched with bare hands as there is
risk of bums.

When heavy accessories are lifted or handled, the
following precautions should be taken:
Keep legs open, placing a foot on each side of the object.
Bend the knees and squat down, keeping the head erect.
Grab the object with the whole hand, embracing it with
the arms. Keep weight on both feet, lifting the object with
the back muscles of the legs, Fig. 35.9.

When placing the object, don't tum the body and keep
it close to where the object is to be deposited.

Safety measures for drilling and blasting operations

2.6 Safety measures when working underground

sure that the roof of the drift is in good condition and,
at, take steps to make it safe, apart from using proc
jve cabins on the rig, Fig. 35.6.
vlake certain that there is sufficient ventilation for
rk at the far end of the drift, considering that each
ler requires 40 liters per second and 180 liters per
sepower and second'when working with diesel equip
nt.
rhe floor over which the traffic will flow must be
med of debris and other materials.
=heck the electric lines, compressed air and water
es, and make certain that they a properly anchored to
walls in access ways.
fhe work area must be properly illuminated.
3rounding must be available, conbined with cut-off
rices and alarms in the electric machinery.
fhe waste water drains must be kept clean and all water
loved from the work zone.
<\11 necessary work utensils must be kept in order and
heir proper place.
[he bottom of the blastholes that are unservable must
visibly indicated and no other hole drilled within a
tance of 20 cm. Never use blasthole bottoms as collar
:points.

.2.7 Safety precautions during drilling

len the rig is being placed, the ground irregularities or
,tableness must be taken into account, or the presence
underground work or pipelines. Make certain that the
:essary rock mass for protection exists in accordance
th the static and dynamic characteristics of the
lchine, Fig. 35.7.
[n steep ground, when working with portable com
~ssors they must be kept in a safe place.
Once the rig has been leveled and immobilized the
1st ?r drill tower Can be positioned, slowly and pa~ing
entlon to any obstruction that could exist.
A~y maneuver that is potentially unsafe will require
~ md of a helper who should be in visual contact with
~ operator.

g. 35.5. Proper position of the operators during transport of the drill
~s.
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35.2.9 Safety precautions in maintenance and service

The personnel which is to handle the maintenance, repair
and service operations will be designated by the Compa
ny.

The service instructions specified by the manufacturer
in its Service and Maintenance Manual will be strictly
followed at all times.

During maintenance and repair, the rock drill must be
perfectly braked and immovilized so that it can not move
unexpectedly.

The starting controls should be blocked and marked so
that only authorized persons can use them.

Any operations that imply movement of the drill feed
or mast must be carried out with the driller in the control
cabin, and any other person nearby must place himself
behind the machine.

Servicing of the motor compressor batteries implies
potential risks of burning by the sulphuric acid, and fires
and/or explosions, as they produce hydrogen and oxy
gen.

The personnel attending to the batteries must always
wear safety glasses, gloves and clothing that is acid
resistant, Fig. 35.11.

When changing a battery, the ground terminal will be
the first to be disconnected and the last to be connected.

The electrolyte level should be checked frequently and
when necessary add distilled water, always before start
ing the motor, never after stopping. A correct level means
lower volume of gases inside the battery.

Never use a flame to check the level ofa battery, always
use a flashlight or portable lamp.

When charging the batteries, leave the caps off the
deposits. The terminals from the charging aparatus
should be applied and removed with the switch turned
off.

Never smoke near batteries or when working with
them.

No crew member is allowed to climb up the drill tower
unless it is a case of extreme necessity. If this case arnses,
a safety belt that is attached to the tower must be worn. k

Hands, arms and the rest of the body, as well as w~
clothes, must be kept away from any moving part of e
rock drill or compressor (chains, pulleys, drill, etc.).

Drilling and blasting ofrocks

35.2.8 Safety measures after drilling

Never leave the machine with the motor still running.
The pro~edure to stop the machi~e should be carried

out accordmg to the manufacturer's mstructions.
Never park the machine in areas that could becom

flooded, or where it could be reached by flyrock, Fig~
35.10. •

If there is any circumstance that could affect the use of
the rig, a warning note should be left on the ignition
controls before leaving the machine.

Try to avoid parking on a slope. If necessary, Use the
prescribed braking apparatus and place proper wedging.

Before leaving the rig, release pressure from all cir
cuits, leave controls on off and park positions, using the
existing brakes and taking away the keys, if they exist.

---~- --
- - ..-
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Fig. 35.9. Every precaution should be taken when lifting heavy ob
jects.

Fig. 35.7. Never work with the equipment when it is unstable or in a
precarious position.

...
Fig. 35.8. Never strike metal objects against each other without eye
protection.
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Do not open any deposit, water or oil hose when the rig
working, or if they are pressurized.
Check the state of the safety valves at least once a
:ek. They should be in perfect working condition.
Never repair safety valves of the pressurized circuits.
lways replace with new ones.
Never go above the pressure recommended by the

anufacturer for any pressurized equipment.
Do not use air hoses with pressures over 0.2 MPa for

eaning filters, work clothes, dust, etc. When necessary,
;e protective glasses, Fig. 35.12.
Refuelling must be carried out with the motors off and
perfectly ventilated areas.
Avoid spilling fuel on surfaces that are at higher than

wironmental temperatures. The refuelling hoses should
ave appropriate nozzels.
When fuel is spilled, before starting the engine clean

11 affected surfaces.
Smoking is forbidden in a radius of at least 10m from

le refuelling point, as well as any flames, incandescent
laterials or anything that can produce sparks, Fig. 35.13.

Have fire extinguishers available at the refuelling point
or type B fires (grease, gasoline, dissolvents, paint,
tc.).

Avoid completely filling the fuel tanks as their volume
an vary with the temperature.

When checking the level of the cooling liquid in the
notor compressor, the engine must be off and the radiator
It environmental temperature.

35.3 BLASTINGS

Before indicating the recommendations for the different
,tages of blasting, it must be stated that, except in under
water blasts, it is expressly forbidden to charge blast
Iwles during drilling. There could be accidental detona
tion through contact with the drilling tools and equip
ment.

35.3.1 Measures to be taken when storing explosives

Always store explosives in powder magazines that
fulfill the acting rules and regulations.

Photo 35.2. Surface powder magazine with natural protection.
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Make certain that the magazine is clean, dry, well
ventilated, reasonably cool, of solid construction, fire
resistant, and securely locked.

Always use or give out the oldest products first or,
which is the same, in the order that they entered the
magazine.

Store the products of the same type and class in such a
manner that their identification is simple. This entails
their revision and age control.

Take special precautions with defective boxes or bro
ken wrappings. Place them in a separate area of the
magazine.

Place the magazines in isolated and strategic locations,
in accordance with the distances set by the regulations in
force.

Consult with the manufacturer as to cleaning procedu
res when any liquid substance of deteriorated explosives
has spilled on the magazine floor.

If artificial illumination is necessary, use safety lamps.
Immediately repair any leaks that might appear from

walls or roof.
Never open or rewrap the boxes of explosives inside

the magazine.
Do not leave loose explosives or open boxes inside the

magazine.
Never store blasting caps or other initiation accessories

in the same magazine.
Do not store detonating cord in the same place as the

electric blasting caps.
Do not store metal objects that could produce sparks in

the magazine.
Never store oils, gasolines or dissolvents in the same

area.
Matches or lighters are strictly forbidden inside or near

the magazine.
Plact;..Clearly visible warning signs around the installa

tions and when transporting explosives, Fig. 35.14.

35.3.2 Precautions when transporting explosives inside
ffiewo~mga~a .

Strictly obey the conditions established by the Regula
tions in force.

Make certain that any vehicle assigned to the transport
of explosives complies with the stipulated regulations.

Check the running condition of the vehicle to see if
everything is in good order. Do not allow the load to stick
out and have canvas on hand to cover the explosives if it
rains.

Carry fire extinguishers on the vehicles, properly
placed and in easy access. The knowledge of their use is
obligatory for drivers and helpers.

The engine of the vehicle must always be turned off
when loading and unloading explosives.

Check the floor of the vehicle to be certain that there
are no cracks or holes.

Always load and unload the vehicles during daylight
hours and never when there are electric, sand or snow
storms.

When loading and unloading explosives, only autho-
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c

Photo 35.3. Flexible measuring tape to control charge height and
blasthole depth.

rized personnel are allowed to remain in the area, prohi
biting any other activity within a radius of 50 tho

Never transport metal, fuel or corrosive materials with
explosives.

Smoking is strictly forbidden for anyone in or near the
vehicle.

Do not 'allow the boxes of explosives to be opened
when still in the vehicle or in the unloading area until this
operation is finished.

Never transport blasting accessories with explosives.
Detonating cord is considered an industrial explosive.

Always transport the explosives in their original
wrappings and boxes, or in specially prepared cartons.

Name a person to be responsable for the movement and
dispatch of explosives and blasting accessories.

When unloading, explosives, blasting caps, detonating
fuses, etc. should be handled with extreme care and never
be dropped or receive blows, Fig. 35.15.

Distribute the explosives to be used in the blast in order
to avoid leaving large amounts piled up.

Always use routes with the least traffic of personnel, as
well as of other machinery.

Place the blasting caps far away from the charging
zone.

Supervise unloading of explosives until they are
placed in the blastholes and the round connected.

Fig. 35.10. Avoid parking rigs near the walls.

Fig. 35.11. When handling batteries, all pertinent precautions must be
taken.

Fig. 35.12. Never use compressed air to clean work clothes.

35.3.3 Precautions in the blasting area

Clean the blast area, removing loose rocks, bushes,
metals and other materials.

Mark the blasting area limits with sticks or bri~htly
colored flags and prevent the passing of any machinery
over it, Fig. 35.16. I

When changing shifts, infonn the operation personne

of the blasts to be carried out that day. ·th th
Prevent access of anyone not directly involved WI .e

d 'ts proX!handling of explosives to the marked zone an I

mities.

•
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35.3.6 Precautions when tamping

Confine the explosives in the holes with sand, earth, or
any other appropriate incombustible material.

Do not use any type of metal tamping tools. Always
use wooden tools or others of adequate material, without
metal parts except for the special connectors in articu
lated tamping rods that are made of a metal that does not
give off sparks, Photo 35.5.

Stem with care so as not to harm the initiating accesso
ries, detonating cord, etc., and make certain that they
have no knots or kinks.

Never directly tamp the primer cartridges.

35.3.5 Precautions when charging blastholes

Examine each blasthole carefully before charging to
know its length and condition, using a wooden rod, a
scraper or even a measuring tape, Photo 35.3.

Always forsee the possibility of danger from static
electricity when using an pneumatic charger and take all
necessary precautions such as connecting a ground line.
Remember that relatively low humidity in the atmos
phere increases the risk of static electricity.

Cut the necessary detonating cord from the reel once it
has been inserted in the blasthole and before inserting the
rest of the explosive charge, Fig. 35.17.

Prevent the personnel dedicated to charging from ex
posing part of their body over the blasthole that is being
charged or from placing themselves in its same direc
tion.

Wrap the end of the detonating cord around a wooden
stick or rock to keep it from falling inside the blastholes,
Fig. 35.18 and Photo 35.4.

Waterproof the ends of the cord in biastholes with
water.

Check the rising of the bulk explosives and take the
necessary precautions in case of holes or cavities in the
blastholes which could have been detected during drilling
or eveJ1'When charging, Fig. 35.19.

Never leave surplus explosive in the work area during
and after charging the holes.

Do not charge the holes right after drilling without first
checking to see if they are clean and free of metal pieces
or leftover hot accessories.

Do not deform, mistreat or let the primer drop into the
blastholes. Never let any heave weight fallon them, Fig.
35.20.

Never recharge holes that have already been charged
and fired before.

Fig. 35.14. Warning sign for explosives.

"'.-

Reduce the number of charging crew members to a
ninimum and name a person to be in charge and a
upervisor.

Correctly mark the location of all blastholes.

15.3.4 Measures to be taken when preparing the primer
cartridge

)repare the primers according to the methods recom
nended by the manufacturers of explosives and check
hat the initiator is well placed inside the cartridge.

Be certain that during charging there is no tension in
.he detonator cables or in the detonating cord and in the
Joints of union.

Insert the detonators inside a hole made in the primer
:artridges with a special tool called a pricker, which can
)e of wood, copper, bronze or any metal alloy that does
ilot produce sparks.

The primers should not be prepared much in advance
nor in greater quantity than what is to be used immedia
tely. This operation should not be carried out in the
magazine nor near explosives.

FUEL OIL
Fig. 35.13. Smoking is forbidden during refuelling.
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35.3.7 Measures to be taken when blasting with electric
blasting caps

Keep the electric blasting cap wires or conductors short
circuited and never connect one cap to another until ready
to fire.

Check all the blasting caps, one by one or connected in
series with the proper blasting ohmmeter designed for
this purpose. If checked individually, place yourself in a
safe area and introduce the cap in a protective tube, Fig.
35.22.

Never throw the wires in the air to straighten them nor
tense them.

Never unroll the leg wires or use the electric caps
during a storm or near any source of static electricity or
unusual currents.

Never use the caps nor unroll their leg wires near radio
transmitters or television stations, electric lines, etc.,
unless at a safe distance and complying with the regula
tions in force.

Do not place cables or electric lines near the blasting
caps, nor any other explosive until the moment of firing
the shot and only forthis purpose.

Make certain that the stenuning material contains no
rocks or other objects.

In blastholes with presence of water make certain that
the stemmings have not descended before connecting the
circuits. If so, correct them.

,
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Fig. 35.18. Wrapping of the end of the detonating cord to keep it from
falling inside the hole.

Fig. 35.17. Introduction of the primer with detonating cord in the
blastholes.

/
I

Fig. 35.16. Prevent the passing of machinery over the area of the blast
from the moment the preparations are started.

Fig. 35.15. Unloading explosives and blasting accessories should be
carried out with great caution to avoid blows.
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Take away all surplus explosive from the shot area
before the placing or connecting of the caps by the
shotfirers.

Push a copper rod into the ground close to the shot
before any connecting is done. This is for the discharge of
static electricity that could be on the personnel who
handle the caps.

Prevent the passing of machinery and the laying out of
cables that provide power for them anywhere near the
shot area.

Check to make certain that the ends of the leg wires are
absolutely clean before making any electric connection.

Carry out the connections as quickly as possible and in
one operation, preparing in advance all necessary items.

Once the connection has been done, protect the ends of
the wires by completely isolating them so as to avoid any
contact with the ground, Fig. 35.23.

Never use blasting caps of different sensitivities on the
same circuit.

Avoid proximity of the firing line to other power lines,
as well as contact with metal elements, Fig. 35.24.

Before connecting, check the isolation of the firing line
and the uniting points of the blasting caps. Use quick
connectors for the latter when necessary.

Do not connect the firing line to the blasting machine
until ready to fire the blast and keep it short circuited.

Never try to fire a blast with a higher number of caps
than recommended by the manufacturer of the blasting
machine.

Check and revise the blasting machine periodically as
well as the checking equipment.

In the case of cap misfire, never try to open or dismount
it.

35.3.8 Precautions to take when firing with fuse
detonators and safety fuse initiation

Blast as little as possible with fuses and reduce the
number of bIasthole in each round.

Handle the fuse with care to avoid damaging the cov
ering.

Light the fuse with a fuse lighter designed for this
purpose.

Always work with fuses of more than a meter and a
half in length. The burning time must be known and make
certain that there is time to reach a safe place after
lighting. A test fuse can be used for this information.

Cut the fuse when ready to insert it into the fuse
detonator. Cut an inch or two off to insure a dry end.

Cut the fuse squarely across with a fuse cutter designed
for this purpose and insert it gently against the powder
charge of the detonator. Once placed, avoid twisting it.

Crimp the end of the fuse detonator with a cap crimper
where the fuse enters. Make certain that the detonator is
securely crimped to the fuse to avoid its breaking loose or
getting wet.

Never light the safety fuse without covering the
explosive sufficiently to prevent sparks from coming into
contact with it.

Safety measures for drilling and blasting operations

Fig. 35.23. Isolate the connections from the ground.

g. 35.20. Never let the primer cartridge drop into the blastholes.

l. 35.19. Check the rising level of the explosive when charging.

~~~NOI
---~-_...:...~.~

ig. 35.21. Avoid rocks in the stemming material.

Fig. 35.22. Checking electric blasting caps.
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35.3.12 Measures to be taken when discarding
explosives

You should be aware that deteriorated or damaged ex
plosives may be more dangerous than those in good
condition.

Always destroy or discard explosives in complia~ce

with the approved methods: by combustion, explo~lOn
and by chemical destruction. Maintain the presenbed
distance.

When destroying by explosion, it is recommended that
this be done inside a bIasthole, under sand or water,
because if it is carried out in the open the airblast and
noise would be extremely high. Initiation should be elec-
tric with proper primers. .

When combustion is used, the amount of explOsIve peldr
't hOllround should not go over 15 kg. To the contrary, 1 s

be carried out in various locations. r
Never burn explosives in their original packing bags °d

boxes. Once extended over a surface, they can be spraye
with gasoline to favor combustion.

35.3.11 Safety measures with secondary blasting

Check to see if cracks or fissures are visible on the surface
of the boulders.

Place the boulders in an area where there is a shielding
effect against airblast; for example, at the bottom of a
stable wall.

Always try to use the blasthole method because the
system of patch explosives or plaster shooting produce
higher levels of airblast and noise.

distance of over 10 D, when the local laws and regula
tions in force permit.

Always use highly specialized personnel for the task of
neutralizing and eliminating explosives that have not
detonated.

Fig. 35.25. Control all accesses to the blast area.

BLASTING
MACI*IE

FIRING LINE

DETONATINGCORD ..

BLAST AREA

Fig. 35.24. Recommended initiation system when firing blasts in areas
that are very close to power lines.

TOWER

Never have explosives in your hand when lighting the
safety fuse.

Before returning to the cut, count the number of holes
that have exploded and wait a half hour if there has been a
misfire.

35.3.9 Safety measures before and after the blast

Make certain that all surplus explosives are in a safe place
and that all persons and vehicles are at a safe distance and
well protected.

Prevent access to the blast area with adequate person
nel and means, Fig. 35.25.

Never fire the shot without a signal of authorization
from the person in .charge and without having given
adequate warning.

Shoot from safe places such as behind protective blast
ing shelters, loader shovels, etc.

Never go back to the blast area until all smoke and
gases have dissipated.

Do not investigate a misfire too soon. Follow the
regulations and local laws set for this purpose or, if none
are available, wait a prudent time.

In case of misfire, do not drill or otherwise handle an
explosive charge without instructions from a competent
and experienced person and who expressely is authorized
to solve this type of problem.

Organize all work so that the blasts coincide with the
moments when least personnel is present, and try to
always use the same time of day.

35.3.10 Safety precautions with misfires

Place warning signs on misfired blastholes.
The situation must be corrected before rec'bmmencing

drilling in proximate areas.
If the round was electric and the circuit is visible, check

to see if it is continuous from a safe distance and fire it if
all is correct, take extra precautions for possible flyrock.

In case of priming with detonating cord, try to remove
the stemming material and place a primer cartridge next
to the explosive for its destruction. Stem the round with
sand or a fine granular material.

If the explosive cannot be reached, drill a new hole at a
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When various combustion operations are carried out,
ch one should be done in a different location.
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her closed places, nor used for other purposes. Place
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